
Good evening!  My name is John Czerniakowski and I am chair of the Concept Study 
Committee.  On behalf of Fr. Bill and the Committee, I would like to take this opportunity to 
thank all of you for coming to our information session this evening.  Our parish is a very 
special place serving the many spiritual needs of our church community, and your presence 
here affirms that you feel the same.
I would like to introduce the members of our committee at this time. I would ask them to 
please stand in case you do not know who they are:  Fr. Bill, Fr. Jay, Sue Parzanese (Parish 
Finance Manager), Joe Maginnis (Sacred Heart School Principal), Ashley Henry (Parish 
Director of Development); Marcie Cirota, John Curto, Steve Dedmon, Roseann Guerrini, Kay 
Hamilton, Pete O’Donnell, and Kay Parker. I want to thank everyone who has served on the 
Committee for their dedication and hard work on behalf of the parish, as well as all of the 
many others who helped in the process.
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This is our Parish Mission Statement.  We have used this as a reminder throughout this 
process to keep our focus on what is best for our parish and our parishioners to forward 
the mission of Sacred Heart of Jesus Parish.
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Our Agenda for tonight will be as follows:  After my opening remarks, we will say a prayer 
led by Fr. Bill, we will introduce to you our vision for the parish, then go over the 
assessments we conducted to arrive at our vision, including Ministries, Facilities, and 
Finances and Demographics.  We will then ask two parishioners to share their love of 
Sacred Heart of Jesus Parish.  Finally, we will talk about the next steps we need to move 
forward, and have some closing remarks. 
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All of the information presented this evening will be available for further review on our 
church website tomorrow, so you do not need to take notes. 
So that we can keep this presentation to an hour or under, we ask that you hold all 
questions until the Information Session is concluded, when individual members of the 
committee will be available for questions.
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The Sacred Heart of Jesus Parish Concept Study Committee was formed, according to 
Diocesan guidelines, to review our parish’s status as to who we are and where we need to 
grow, in our opinion.  The committee has also considered possible alternatives in 
conjunction with future plans and trends. A Concept Study is the first step in obtaining a 
parish consensus for embarking on a project.  As a committee, we focused our review on 
evaluating the effectiveness of our facilities for the activities and ministries being offered in 
our parish.  The committee has met on a regular basis for some time to discuss how our 
existing parish facilities accommodate the spiritual and physical needs of our parishioners.  
Following the analysis of a general survey conducted in the parish, subcommittees were 
formed to assess three areas:  the condition of each building and its amenities; the use of 
each building by the various ministry groups; and the overall financial condition of the 
parish.  Our committee has learned that, while effective ministries are currently being 
conducted on a regular basis throughout our parish community, we have a significant need 
for additional space with accessibility for everyone. 
This is our spiritual home, and like our own home, we want it to be welcoming to all who 
enter.  We want to respect the dignity of every parishioner and allow them to participate 
fully in our parish activities.  Tonight we hope to share with you a vision and a plan for the 
future, “MAKING A PLACE TO GATHER AND GROW…TOGETHER”.
Now we would like to ask Father Bill to lead us in a special prayer regarding this project.
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Presentation of Our Vision
The committee is excited to share with you the vision we arrived at through much prayer 
and discussion: Making a Place to Gather and Grow…Together.  Our vision is to:
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Renovate the church basement with room for meals and meetings and install a 
commercial kitchen.  We envision this space to be large enough for gatherings of 100-
125, but also suitable for meetings and small gatherings, some of which could be 
happening simultaneously. The commercial kitchen will have space for storage and 
preparation of food for large functions, but would be available for all ministries who 
meet in the basement to be used as needed.
We will talk more about this in the ministries presentation later in the program.
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These renovations will create a need for better accessibility to the new spaces. We 
propose to create a new, more spacious church narthex, or vestibule, with an elevator and 
stairs to the basement, and to provide ADA accessible bathrooms in the basement. We 
envision that this narthex would be somehow connected to the church at street level, 
providing a larger, covered entrance to the church with access to the basement, and a 
gathering area for socializing before and after Masses. We also plan to improve safety 
and security, provide better lighting and air quality, and add Internet connectivity and 
improved technology
We will talk more about this in the Facilities presentation.
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Why did this whole process begin?  It started because the foundation and flooring in the 
former preschool room in the church basement were in need of repair.  Once the cause of 
the damage was addressed, the sub floor and flooring needed to be replaced.  Through 
discussions with Parish Council, Finance Council and Buildings and Grounds committees, it 
was determined that before we spend significant funds on a repair, that we should consider 
if we would instead invest in a space that is welcoming and accessible, which the parish 
basement currently is not.
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The Concept Study Committee was formed.  Through our initial discussions as a 
committee, we decided that our focus needed to be on improving our parish facilities.  Our 
first task was to survey the parish about the physical spaces and ways in which our parish 
needs to grow.
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This slide reviews the results of the survey. You can see that the four most important 
needs identified by the responses were security, accessibility, to have a common multi-
purpose space, and for that space to be in close proximity to the church.
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We considered other alternatives, such as purchasing existing properties, like the BonTon
and CVS buildings; purchasing properties to build a new facility, such as those across from 
the church entrance, or building a new facility on property we currently own, such as 
where the rectory is currently located.  However, in keeping with the survey results, we 
determined that these alternatives were not suitable solutions
We then turned our focus on looking at what we currently have in terms of ministries and 
facilities (the “who we are”), how our ministries are currently using our facilities, and what 
we need to grow as a parish (the “Where are we going”).  We were also tasked to analyze 
population statistics and assess the parish’s ability to finance all facets of a project. 
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We are now going to review the process the Concept Study Committee followed to get to 
this point. 
Our first presentation will be on how the Parish Ministries use the facilities by Roseann 
Guerrini.  We will then look at our Facilities Assessment by Sue Parzanese and the 
Demographics and Finances Assessment by Steve Dedmon.
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I served on the Ministries sub-committee for this Concept Study, along with, Marcie Cirota, 
Ashley Henry and Kay Parker.
As it says in Sacred Heart’s Mission Statement, “We are the Catholic community in Mifflin 
County…reaching out to those in need.  We live our faith through prayer and action, [and] 
commitment of time and talent.”  
We do this in our everyday lives as individual Catholics, but also, through the work of the 
many Ministry groups that serve here at Sacred Heart Parish.  These groups are the 
backbone of our parish, and they give many hours of service.  As it says in our Parish Prayer, 
they strive to “serve God, and serve others, through His grace and love.”  
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The first survey mentioned earlier was sent to all Parishioners for their individual 
responses.  Our committee’s task was to find out how well the parish facilities support the 
work of the Ministry groups.  Our guiding principles for the survey and assessment were to:
Contact all Ministries in the parish
Determine which Facilities are currently in use by each group
Look to the future

In order to do this, we asked 5 Questions of each Ministry we surveyed, and we’ll go 
through their responses to these questions in a minute:
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Do you know how many different Ministries are serving here at Sacred Heart?  We sent 
surveys to 30 different groups! That number does not include groups that mostly serve at 
Mass, such as Altar Servers, Lectors, etc., and other groups that work from home.  It’s 
fantastic that we have this many people engaged in the work of our parish, although I’m 
sure that we could always use more help.

Of the 30 Groups surveyed, we received responses from 26 Ministries, with a total of 47 
individual surveys received overall.  This slide shows each of the parish buildings, and the 
number and names of the various groups using them.  

As you can see, the Parish Office is the most used building at this time, with 10 groups in 
competition for the use of this space.  Not shown here are other groups that may not meet 
on a regular basis, including our Concept Study Committee that has been meeting there 
monthly for over a year.
The School Cafeteria is the next most used area with 9 groups, followed by the Church 
basement, Church Sanctuary, and School classrooms. The Rectory is used the least.
Some groups use more than one space, sometimes because of different needs, and 
sometimes because the preferred space is being used by another group at the same time.  
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:    QUESTION 1 asked, “What are the Primary Needs of your Ministry?  And the survey 
said:
Meeting Space that can accommodate small and large groups, up to 30 people.
Banquet Dining Space for up to 150 for parish dinners, funeral lunches, and other get-
togethers, along with a Kitchen that can support cooking for that number of people.  After 
our 175th Anniversary celebration year in 2005, parishioners were asked which activities 
they wanted to continue. Dinners and get-togethers were very high on the list.  
Improved Technology for meetings and classes in all buildings.
Storage Space, particularly in areas that are shared by multiple groups.
Secure area for counting the Sunday Collection.
ADA Accessibility - This allows everyone to participate in the life and mission of Sacred 
Heart Parish. 
A working School Elevator for people and freight.  
Air Conditioning for the school, which was also listed as a need in the 2005 survey I 
mentioned earlier.
New School Windows - Thanks to generous donations in recent years, windows have been 
installed in all major classrooms, except the Library.  
Security for all buildings, but especially for the School
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To sum this slide up, the Ministries need a space where the parish can Meet, Eat and 
Connect in a space that is safe, accessible and cool!
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Basically, 13 ministries answered YES, current facilities meet our needs.  12 ministries 
answered NO. That means a little over half of the ministries do not think the current 
facilities meet their needs.
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The next chart lists the various ministries in alphabetical order, shows each of the spaces 
they use, and whether they think the current facilities meet their needs.  As you can see, 
some are using multiple spaces, mostly because of conflicts in using the Parish Office 
conference room.  Our committee recognizes that groups using the conference room, if 
they grow in size, may not be able to use other spaces because of lack of accessibility.
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QUESTION 3 asked, “Thinking about your ministry, what are your wants or desires?” 
We wanted this to be a “wish list” for the ministries. We recognize that we have to address 
our needs first, but we can dream for the future.  God is good and generous!!

A Stair Chair for the Choir Loft – For the older members of the choir, some in their 80’s.

Increased access to Technology

Improved Gym and Playground Facilities for the School

Improved Gathering Space/Church entry. 

Additional Parking – handicapped accessible parking, especially for Funeral Lunches now 
held at the school.

Move School Office to front of the school building.
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QUESTION 4 asked, “The committee is also interested in how we can help you support 
and/or grow your ministries.”

More members – Every ministry would like to have more help.  Many ministries have been 
carried by the same people for years. If you’re here tonight and you’re not involved in 
something at Sacred Heart, please… get involved.  We need you.
More emphasis from the pulpit on Ministries and what they do.
Funding for supplies.  
Technology to link the Companions of Pauline with the Sisters of Christian Charity in New 
Jersey.  
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QUESTION 5 asked, “What other ideas or suggestion do you have for the committee to 
consider?”

Keep in mind the maintenance of current facilities vs what it would take to support a new 
building.  In addition to the cost of building a new structure, it is also important to account 
for maintenance, utilities and other increased expenses.  We took this comment very 
seriously, and it’s another reason why we are proposing to renovate the Church basement.

More Youth and Young Adult Ministry.  I think we can all agree that we need to find ways 
to better connect our young parishioners to the Catholic faith and to Sacred Heart Parish.
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Making a Place to Gather…
After looking at the information we have presented here, we hope that you can start to get 
a picture of how our facilities are currently being used, and the fact that for many groups, 
these facilities DO NOT meet their needs. 
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When we surveyed the parish last year, there were many who commented that they felt 
the facilities we have now are adequate for our current needs.  There were others who 
suggested that we use some of the current spaces, such as the rectory and parish office, for 
some of the ministry activities that are currently held in the school or church basement.  
We became concerned that some of our parishioners may not be aware of what our 
facilities look like, and what they do and do not have to offer our ministries.  Members of 
the Concept Study, including Kay Hamilton, Joe Maginnis, Pete O’Donnell and myself, 
inspected our facilities in order to have the most accurate and up-to-date understanding of 
them.  Included in the assessment were the church, the school, the parish office and the 
rectory.
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In assessing the parish facilities, three important factors were included in the assessment:
Accessibility, which refers to the quality of being easily reached, entered, and used by 
members of the parish and the community, including those with disabilities.
Security/Privacy, which refers to space that is reasonably safe from outside intrusion and 
can be used for confidential conversations and meetings.
Amenities/Equipment, which refers to space that has appropriate heating, cooling and 
ventilation (HVAC), storage, restrooms, technology and furnishings.
It is important to note that these factors include some of the needs that our parishioners 
identified as most important in the parish survey.
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Let’s start with the Church:
The church’s main entrance has been recently renovated, however, the steps are still 
difficult for some of our parishioners to use safely.
The side door near the rectory is handicap accessible, but the indoor space is cramped and 
the door itself is located quite a distance from the street.
The 3rd Street door is rarely used because it is difficult for many to access the sanctuary or 
the basement from this entrance.
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The Church – Accessibility (basement)
The main access to the church basement consists of outside steps that are quite steep and 
do not meet current code.  This discourages ministries from using the basement for 
functions and/or prevents many of our parishioners from participating in functions held 
there, such as coffee and donuts.
The choir loft entrance is not handicap accessible and the stairs are steep, both of which 
are limiting factors for those who want to participate in the music ministry.
In addition, there is only one handicap accessible restroom in the church.
If we had better accessibility to and in the church and basement, we could offer programs 
and events we can’t offer today – programs that would grow the ministry of the parish.
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The Church – Security/Privacy (Panic bars)
Our Security Committee has worked hard over the last two years to provide security 
upgrades including: panic bars, exit signs and emergency lighting, security teams at 
services, locking interior doors during worship and our priests have panic buttons with 
them during services.
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We have also added a video surveillance system which further secures our church.  In 
addition, we added rate-of-rise heat sensors for fire protection.
We can currently hold two functions in the parish basement at the same time, unless the 
kitchen is needed by the group in the Community room.  The former Pre-K room is 
unusable due to water damage.
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The Church – Amenities/Equipment (vestibule)
One of the pluses that we have is a newly upgraded sound system in the sanctuary.  We 
also have AC in the sanctuary and sacristy, but we have limited Internet and no phone 
access.
The vestibule of the church is cramped and not conducive to socialization or promoting 
ministries of the church.
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Church – Amenities/Equipment (basement CR)
The basement is heated, but has no ventilation or AC.  This would be an important 
consideration if we want to continue to use this space for classrooms or meetings.  
Although this is a good size room and it is furnished with tables and chairs, there is limited 
storage space for ministry supplies.  There is currently no Internet or phone access 
available.  Although the sound system from the sanctuary is audible in the basement, there 
is not a separate sound system for presentations in the basement.
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Church – Amenities/Equipment (kitchen)
The kitchen in the basement consists of an oven, sink and refrigerator, with no counter 
space.  Some of the furnishings in the lounge area are functional, but would need to be 
updated.  
There are bathrooms available, but they are not handicap accessible.
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The former Pre-K room is unfinished to date.  There is limited storage in the stage area at 
the back of the room.
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Office – Accessibility (side door)
Now let’s move to the Parish Office.  This office has some very functional aspects, but 
access to it can be problematic.  For instance, the front door is handicap accessible, but the 
door is very heavy and would be difficult for someone in a wheelchair to open easily. 
The side door is also handicap accessible, but to only a few of the offices, due to a set of 
steps partway down the hallway, making the reception area and restrooms inaccessible.  
The restrooms themselves are not handicap accessible either.
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Office – Accessibility (basement steps)
The basement of the parish office is only accessible by two sets of steps.
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Office – Security/Privacy (Reception door)
Security is an issue for the Parish Office and staff.  While wanting to appear open and 
inviting to the community, we must also be mindful of the vulnerability of the staff when 
allowing strangers to enter the building, especially when any staff member is alone in the 
building.
The inside vestibule door is always locked for safety, so people have to wait for staff to 
open the door.
Most of the individual offices, however, are both private and secure.
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Office – Security/Privacy (Conference room)
Although the Conference Room allows space for many small meetings and activities, it is 
not private, making it difficult to conduct confidential business there.  For instance, this 
room is currently used to count the Sunday collection, but is not able to be secured, as 
recommended by best practices.
The Development Office is also open and unable to be secured, limiting confidential phone 
conversations and safe storage of materials.
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Office – Amenities/Equipment (kitchen)
The Parish Office is the most heavily used space in the parish.  The conference room can 
seat 12-14 people, and has a TV, DVD player and projector for meetings and/or education 
classes.
There is a small kitchen here, but with no oven or workable counter space, it would not be 
a usable workspace for large gatherings.
Although there is both heating and cooling available, there are no windows to open in the 
event of an HVAC system failure.
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Office – Amenities/Equipment (basement)
We do have a large basement in the parish office.  When the Conference Room on the first 
floor is not big enough for our needs, there is additional space for this purpose.  The space 
is largely unfinished, however, and there are no bathrooms, kitchen, phones, etc. available. 
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Office – Amenities/Equipment (storage)
There is little storage space on the main floor, so the basement is used heavily for storage. 
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School – Accessibility (front entrance)
Let’s look at our school next.
Although our school is located in close proximity to the church, and has a space for larger 
gatherings than the church basement and office, getting to the school can be difficult.  It is 
a steep walk up from the church, as well as from the Municipal parking lot, which is heavily 
used as parking at the school is limited.  
In addition, the front entrance to the school is not handicap accessible, nor is navigating 
the stairs once inside the front door.  
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School – Accessibility (kitchen)
For those who are unable to use the main entrance, there is access to the cafeteria only, 
through the kitchen, but one must pass through a narrow hallway and through the kitchen 
prep area to get to the cafeteria.  
The bathrooms in the school are not handicap accessible and the elevator is only approved 
for the transportation of freight.
We are aware that participation in parish events or programs at the school are not as well 
attended as they could be due to these challenges.
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School – Security/Privacy (outside door)
Recently our Safety/Security Committee has also completed several upgrades to improve 
the overall safety of the school.  Most of the exterior and interior doors were replaced with 
more secure doors, and panic bars have been installed on exterior doors and gates.  
There is a video surveillance system in place, both outside and inside the school, and staff 
members have access to panic buttons and walkie-talkies.
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School – Security/Privacy (indoor steps)
At times, other ministries may use the school for events, programs or meetings, which can 
cause some vulnerability for the school students during the day and our CCD students on 
weekends.
There are some privacy and security issues with the school office located so far away from 
the front entrance.
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School – Amenities/Equipment
The school currently does not have central air, however, there are some rooms that have 
AC units.  Short of central air, we have tried to make spaces in the school as comfortable as 
possible.
We are currently using every room and space available for instruction in the school, 
including the 3rd floor convent area.
The cafeteria can seat up to 120 people, however ventilation here is poor.  In addition, 
there is limited access to technology in the cafeteria and Internet access and acoustics are 
poor, causing problems for presentations, such as this one tonight.
The kitchen is well-appointed.  Several ministries share this space with the school, which 
participates in the National School Lunch Program.  Ministries need to be mindful of 
scheduling its use during school hours and in keeping the space clean and orderly in case of 
inspections.
Storage is in short supply at the school as well.
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Rectory – Accessibility (front entrance)
Last, but not least, let’s talk about the Rectory.
Meeting and/or functions at the Rectory are limited.  The front door to the Rectory was 
made handicap accessible many years ago, but once inside, it is still difficult for a 
wheelchair to get from room to room.
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Rectory – Accessibility (basement steps)
There are no restrooms on the first floor, and the only rest room available is not accessible 
to those who are unable to navigate the narrow and difficult steps to the basement.
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Rectory – Security/Privacy
Privacy and security are limited in the rectory.  Although the priests have private quarters 
on the second and third floors, the kitchen, living room, chapel and dining areas are on the 
first floor, making those areas less private for the priests when meetings are held there.
The dining room provides a very nice setting for small events, but is not suited to meetings 
that require privacy or are lengthy.  
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Rectory – Amenities/Equipment
Small groups can meet in the living room and/or dining room, but seating is limited.  
The kitchen is adequate for domestic use, but not for larger gatherings or commercial use.  
Again, the only bathroom for guests in in the basement.
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Facilities Assessment Summary
Although we have a number of possible places for ministries to gather for meetings, events 
or programs, none of these spaces in the church, parish office, school nor rectory are ideal.  
They lack one or more of the needs that were identified in the parish survey.  We can agree 
that we have been making due for many years, but the result is less participation in these 
ministries and events, and less engagement of our parishioners in the life of the church.
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This presentation (Findings of Financial assessment and Demographics) is required by the 
Diocese with which we have been working as a part of the Concept Study Committee.
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We had to take many things into consideration.
Nationally, church membership has been decreasing over the past decade. Young people 
and young families are less attracted to issues of faith. Local trends in church membership 
mirror national trends.
Major financial contributors to the parish are generally older. These families have entered 
what is called by financial planners “the wealth accumulation phase” of their lives.
Local demographics do not project for a growth in population either for the general 
population or for Catholics.
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And, now are the things we discovered.
As a parish, we do well with what we have. We are a very active parish and bring in new 

members through baptisms, marriages and converts to our faith. New members have 
always strengthened our church.
Support for our church can be measured by the number of active missions we support and 
with income growth. Over 30 missions are functioning, and income from donations has 
increased every year since the Great Recession ended almost a decade ago.
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Fund raising activities such as the “Benefit Auction” and the Annual Gala dinner have been 
well received and very successful. Remember also that we raised over $26,000 for the 
sorely needed windows at the school. Lastly, the goal for the Diocesan Lenten Appeal (now 
called the Diocesan Annual Appeal) has been exceeded for many years even though many 
other churches in our Diocese did not.
On the surface, we as a Parish appear to be ready to take on an ambitious new project.
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What do we need to consider?
Our facilities are getting older and require refurbishing. From the Missions survey and the 
facilities analysis, our facilities are barely keeping up with the growth of our missions.
Income growth from tithing may not be enough to support an additional building but could 
support the maintenance of an existing structure which has been renovated. A Capital 
Campaign is probably necessary to fund the Vision developed by the Concept Committee.
A Capital Campaign would require great effort, but we have members with prior Capital 
Campaign experience and outside resources to guide us.
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Considering these items from a financial perspective, making much needed improvements 
to what we already have, to advance our missions and outreach programs will enable our 
church to grow in membership; more members may result in more support for our church.
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So, we have looked at where we are as a parish through the various surveys and 
discussions.  We also focused on where we need to grow.
To make this vision a reality, we are calling upon each and every parishioner to pray and 
share their opinions as we move forward.  We do not have cost figures at this point.
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The next steps in this process include:
Prepare the Concept Study report to submit to the Diocese.
If the Diocese approves the Concept Study, a Feasibility Study Committee will be formed.  
At that time new people will be welcomed to join in this process.  This study will focus on 
more detailed plans of our concept and an in-depth study into the financial ability of our 
parish to move forward with a project.
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Let me be very clear…A Capital Campaign would not begin before the successful 
completion and approval from the Diocese of the Feasibility Study.  The parish will be 
involved in every step of this process.
In refreshing our facilities, we see a greater potential for an increased participation and 
growth in the spiritual life of our parish.  
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Together, we will rejoice in God’s plan for our future!
Let’s make a place to gather and grow…together!
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Thank you again for attending tonight’s Information Session.  We value the opinions and 
ideas of all members of the parish.  Please join us for refreshments following the closing 
prayer and feel free to take the opportunity to ask any questions of any member of the 
Concept Study Committee.  We remind you that this presentation will be available on the 
parish website tomorrow.  We will be noting all your questions and posting the questions 
and answers on the parish website and in the bulletin in the near future.  
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